
STATEMENT OF FACTS 

CELSIUS 

1. Celsius Network LLC is a Delaware limited liability corporation headquartered in Hoboken, 
New Jersey.  Celsius Network Limited is a United Kingdom corporation headquartered in 
London.  Celsius Network LLC and Celsius Network Limited, together with their related 
entities, including Celsius Network Inc., are collectively referred to as “Celsius.”   

2. Celsius offered a service by which holders of crypto assets could deposit those assets into a 
Celsius wallet and earn a percentage yield that was purportedly generated through pooling 
customer assets and deploying them through retail lending, institutional lending, investments, 
exchange trading, and other profit-seeking strategies.  Celsius investors could elect to receive 
the fruits of their investment in their native crypto token or, in exchange for a higher yield, in 
Celsius’s own crypto token CEL. 

3. As set forth in more detail below, from in or about 2018 up to and including in or about May 
2022, Celsius participated in a scheme to defraud investors in Celsius by (1) making false 
and misleading statements about the degree of risk to which those investors’ funds were 
exposed through Celsius’s yield-generating activities, and (2) manipulating the market price 
and volume of CEL to give investors the impression that CEL was more valuable and liquid 
than it actually was.   

4. The scheme was carried out under the supervision and at the direction of Celsius’s founder 
and Chief Executive Officer, Alex Mashinsky.   

* * * 

5. Celsius was founded in approximately 2018 as a crypto asset platform that allowed its 
customers to earn yield on their crypto assets, take loans secured by their crypto assets, and 
custody their crypto assets, among other services.  Celsius billed itself as the “safest place for 
your crypto” and urged potential customers to “unbank” themselves by depositing their 
crypto assets with Celsius.  At its peak in the fall of 2021, Celsius purported to hold 
approximately $25 billion in assets.  Many of these assets were crypto assets deposited by 
ordinary retail investors located in the United States and abroad, and not large institutions. 

6. From its inception in 2018, Mashinsky marketed Celsius by making false and misleading 
statements about core aspects of Celsius’s business.  Mashinsky made repeated false and 
misleading statements as to the safety of Celsius’s yield-generating activities, the long-term 
sustainability of the high reward rates that Celsius paid to its customers, and the risks 
associated with depositing crypto assets with Celsius.  Mashinsky made these statements to 
convince potential customers to place their money with Celsius and to discourage existing 
customers from withdrawing their money from the platform and investing elsewhere. 

7. Mashinsky and other Celsius executives promoted Celsius through media interviews, Twitter, 
Celsius’s website, and weekly “Ask Mashinsky Anything” sessions, or “AMAs.”  In these 
weekly AMAs, Mashinsky, sometimes joined by other Celsius executives, would speak in a 
live online broadcast directly to Celsius customers, to whom Mashinsky referred colloquially 



as the Celsius “community.” Celsius then posted recordings of these AMAs to Celsius’s 
website and YouTube channel, where they continued to be available for viewing by the 
public.   

8.  Beginning no later than 2020, Celsius employees repeatedly raised concerns about the 
accuracy of Mashinsky’s various misrepresentations on these AMAs.  These concerns 
became so widespread that by 2021 employees from multiple departments began to review 
the AMAs after they had aired, identify Mashinsky’s false statements, and, at times, edit 
Mashinsky’s misrepresentations out of the recorded versions of the AMAs posted to the 
internet.  But neither Mashinsky nor Celsius ever issued corrections to notify the public and 
those Celsius customers who had watched the live versions of the AMAs that certain of 
Mashinsky’s statements were false or misleading.  And even the posted versions continued to 
contain misrepresentations regarding Celsius.  Likewise, video and print media interviews of 
Mashinsky contained misrepresentations that Celsius did not correct. 

9. Mashinsky’s misrepresentations about Celsius’s business created a false image of Celsius as 
a safe and secure place for investors to earn yield on crypto assets.  In particular, and among 
other things, Mashinsky represented that Celsius was profitable, when in fact it was not.  
Mashinsky also claimed that Celsius’s investing activities generated sufficient profits to 
sustain the high reward rates the company had promised customers.  In fact, as Mashinsky 
knew, the company’s investing activities did not generate sufficient income to sustain the 
yields that Celsius was paying to investors, requiring the firm to raid customer deposits to 
deliver the earnings it promised investors.  Mashinsky also lied to Celsius’s existing and 
prospective customers about the riskiness of Celsius’s deployment strategies.  Mashinsky 
regularly downplayed the risks to which Celsius’s customers were in fact exposing 
themselves, including significant losses of assets. 

10. Celsius and Mashinsky also made misrepresentations about “CEL,” Celsius’s own native 
crypto token, which Celsius launched through an initial coin offering in or about 2018.  
Mashinsky falsely and publicly stated on numerous occasions that the ICO had raised $50 
million. Celsius employees knew that the true number raised was approximately $32 million 
and reported the correct figure to potential institutional investors and Celsius’s auditors but 
neither Celsius nor Mashinsky ever corrected Mashinsky’s false statement that the ICO had 
raised $50 million.     

11. Mashinsky touted the CEL token and the rise in CEL token’s price as an indicator of 
Celsius’s own financial health, and encouraged the public to purchase and hold CEL token. 
These claims were false and misleading.  The rise in value of the CEL token was not the 
product of market forces but was instead attributable to the fact that Celsius executives, 
including Mashinsky, had orchestrated a scheme to manipulate the CEL token by taking steps 
to artificially support the price of CEL.  For example, although Mashinsky publicly disclosed 
that Celsius was purchasing CEL as part of a weekly “buyback” program to pay customer 
rewards, Celsius did not disclose that, in many weeks, Celsius was secretly purchasing far 
more CEL token than was necessary to pay those rewards.  Those excess CEL purchases 
were not made for the purpose of paying customer rewards or for carrying out any legitimate 
business activity.  Rather, their acknowledged purpose was to artificially support the price of 
CEL token.  At times, Celsius used its own customer deposits to fund those excess market 



purchases of CEL token in order to prop up CEL’s price, without disclosing this fact to 
Celsius’s customers and contrary to the express representations that Mashinsky and the firm 
made publicly that CEL buybacks were funded by the profits of Celsius’s lending.   

12. Despite the false and misleading positive public statements by Mashinsky, Celsius had few 
months in which it even earned a profit, and had sustained a number of large losses from 
various failed deployment strategies, which were likewise not disclosed or fully disclosed to 
customers.   

13. By 2022, Celsius was in a dire financial situation.  When the market for crypto token prices 
dropped in the summer of 2022 following the collapse of the Terra ecosystem, Celsius was in 
such a weakened financial position that it could not meet the resulting surge in investor 
withdrawals.  On June 12, 2022, Celsius announced that it was halting all withdrawals from 
the Celsius platform, leaving thousands of Celsius customers without access to more than $4 
billion in investments. 


